
SUP ADVENTURES ASD MEMBERSHIP FORM

TO BE FILLED BY THE PARTICIPANT

Name and Surname…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

Born in …………………………………………………..,on the …………...., Address ………………………………………………………………..

…………………………………………………….. n°……., mobile n°…………………………………………………………………………….

Mail ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Level (tick for choice):   Beginner / Medium / Expert

Member qualify (tick for choice):  Athlete / Young (8 to 14 years old) / Practicing Member /  Backer Member  

Viewed the deed of incorporation and the statute of Sup Adventures ASD, via Dante 36, 09014 Carloforte (CI); C.F. 
90034640921

I DECLARE

To Participate for the year ………………….. to the activities purposed by Sup Adventures asd respecting the following 
rules:

1. Respect the rules given by the organization:

- The board, paddle and leash can’t be given to another person

- The person issued with equipment  during Sup Adventures activities  (tour, rent, lessons) is economically responsible 
for damages, thefts or loss of any part of the equipment (board, paddle, leash, life jacket)

- On the board can go maximum two people at a time, but the 2nd must sign this document too

- Don’t stand next to the rocks

- Don’t paddle out of the visible area of the bay if you are not accompanied by the instructor on the specific tours.

2. Take care of the equipment used during the activities 

3. To be in good physical and psychological conditions that  will not compromise the above-mentioned activities

4. Have a medical certificate that states a good physical condition and allows me to participate to non-competitive sport 
activities.

5. Be aware of the risks, predictable and unpredictable, connected to the activity practice, even though not considering it a 
potentially dangerous activity. 

6. Accept  from now any responsibility related to my person for damages caused to my person or other persons, damages to 
things, caused by  my own behavior not in compliance to rules, neither for my heirs, and to relief Sup Adventures ASD, its 
collaborators, employees, and their whole heirs, from any responsibility for injuries, death and  any damage (even caused 
to third party), if it comes from my person in occasion and in consequence of the activity practiced by the Association.

7. Look after my personal belongings, Sup Adventures asd is not responsible for any loss or theft.

I declare also to communicate any possible changes to one of the above-mentioned points before starting any activity.

Date and place__________________ 

Sup Adventures ASD, via Dante 36, 09014 Carloforte (CI); C.F. 90034640921



Signature_______________________________             A Parent (if minor)__________________________

I declare that I have read and carefully evaluated the content of this document and have clearly understood the meaning of every 
single point before signing it. I Understand and share the objectives of these regulations, established for my safety and that not 
respecting  them could put me in dangerous situations. To the effects of the. 1341 e 1342 of the italian Codice Civile, i declare to 
approve the following  points  of the present writing:

                 3. To be in good physical and psychological conditions that  will not compromise the above-mentioned activities

4. Have a medical certificate that states a good physical condition and allows me to participate to non-competitive sport 
activities.

5. Be aware of the risks, predictable and unpredictable, connected to the activity practice, even though not considering it 
a potentially dangerous activity. 

6. Accept  from now any responsibility related to my person for damages caused to my person or other persons, damages 
to things, caused by  my own behavior not in compliance to rules, neither for my heirs, and to relief Sup Adventures ASD, 
its collaborators, employees, and their whole heirs, from any responsibility for injuries, death and  any damage (even 
caused to third party), if it comes from my person in occasion and in consequence of the activity practiced by the 
Association.

Date and place__________________ 

Signature_______________________________             A Parent (if minor)__________________________

With this document I  authorize, for the italian law  n196/2003, the Sport Association Sup Adventures ASD  to collect, treat and 
store of the personal datas above-mentioned, only for institutional aims.

Date and place__________________ 

Signature_______________________________             A Parent (if minor)__________________________

Sup Adventures ASD, via Dante 36, 09014 Carloforte (CI); C.F. 90034640921


